Organ Specifications
Dobson, Op. 96

GREAT (II)
16’ Bourdon 61 pipes
8’ Principal 61 pipes
8’ Gamba 61 pipes
8’ Chimney Flute 61 pipes
4’ Octave 61 pipes
4’ Flute 61 pipes
2-2/3’ Twelfth 61 pipes
2’ Fifteenth 61 pipes
1-3/5’ Seventeenth 61 pipes
IV Mixture 2’ 244 pipes
8’ Trumpet 61 pipes
Swell to Great
Positive to Great
Tremulant

SWELL (III; enclosed)
8’ Diapason 61 pipes
8’ Bourdon 61 pipes
8’ Viole 61 pipes
8’ Viole Celeste 61 pipes
4’ Octave 61 pipes
4’ Harmonic Flute 61 pipes
2-2/3’ Nasard 61 pipes
2’ Octavin 61 pipes
1-3/5’ Tierce 61 pipes
III Mixture 1-1/3’ 183 pipes
16’ Bassoon 61 pipes
8’ Trumpet 61 pipes
8’ Oboe 61 pipes
4’ Clarion 61 pipes

POSITIVE (I)
8’ Principal 61 pipes
8’ Gedeckt 62 pipes*
4’ Octave 62 pipes*
4’ Chimney Flute 62 pipes*
2’ Super Octave 62 pipes*
1-1/3’ Larigot 61 pipes
II Sharp Mixture 1/2’ 122 pipes
8’ Clarinet 61 pipes
Tremulant
Swell to Positive

PEDAL
16’ Principal 32 pipes
16’ Subbass 32 pipes
16’ Bourdon 32 pipes
8’ Octave 32 pipes
8’ Gedeckt 12 pipes
4’ Super Octave 32 pipes
16’ Trombone 32 pipes
8’ Trumpet 32 pipes
Great to Pedal
Swell to Pedal
Positive to Pedal

Zimbelstern

Great/Positive Manual Transfer
415/440 Transposer (* denotes stops that have an extra pipe for 415 C)

Summary

39 Registers * 41 Stops * 45 Ranks * 2,587 Pipes
Details of Construction

- Painted case of poplar
- Three-manual movable console with built-in dolly
- Manual keyboards have bone naturals with ebony sharps
- Pedalboard has hard maple naturals and rosewood sharps
- Rosewood drawknobs with bone-colored faces and black engraving in angled terraces
- Music rack and pedal lights
- Bench with crank-type height adjustment
- Electric key action and electric stop action
- 300 level combination action as follows:
  - 12 General thumb with duplicate toe pistons
  - 8 Great divisional thumb pistons
  - 8 Swell divisional thumb pistons
  - 8 Positive divisional thumb pistons
  - 5 Pedal divisional toe pistons
  - Great to Pedal reversible thumb & toe piston
  - Swell to Pedal reversible thumb & toe piston
  - Positive to Pedal reversible thumb & toe piston
  - Swell to Great reversible thumb piston
  - Positive to Great reversible thumb piston
  - Swell to Positive reversible thumb piston
  - Tutti reversible thumb & toe piston
  - General Cancel thumb piston
  - Set and Scope thumb pistons
  - Zimbelstern reversible thumb & toe piston
  - Bone-colored thumb pistons with black engraving
  - Toe pistons of brass with inset black rubber surfaces
  - Simple (natural order) piston sequencer